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Let S=(P, B, I) be a generalized quadrangle of order (q, q2), q>1, and assume
that S satisfies Property (G) at the flag (x, L). If q is odd then S is the dual of
a flock generalized quadrangle. This solves (a stronger version of ) a ten-year-old
conjecture. We emphasize that this is a powerful theorem as Property (G) is a
simple combinatorial property, while a flock generalized quadrangle is concretely
described using finite fields and groups. As in several previous theorems it was
assumed that the dual of the generalized quadrangle arises from a flock, this can
now be replaced, in the odd case, by having Property (G) at some flag. Finally we
describe a pure geometrical construction of a generalized quadrangle arising from
a flock; until now there was only the construction by Knarr which only worked in
the odd case.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This is a sequel to ‘‘Generalized quadrangles of order (s, s2), I’’ and
‘‘Generalized quadrangles of order (s, s2), II,’’ J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 67
(1994), 140160, and 79 (1997), 223254.
For terminology, notation, results, etc., concerning finite generalized
quadrangles and not explicitly given here, see the monograph of Payne and
Thas [17] denoted FGQ.
Let S=(P, B, I) be a (finite) generalized quadrangle (GQ) of order
(s, t), s1, t1. So S has v=|P|=(1+s)(1+st) points and b=|B|=
(1+t)(1+st) lines. If s{1{t, then ts2 and, dually, st2; also s+t
divides st(1+s)(1+t).
There is a point-line duality for GQ (of order (s, t)) for which in any
definition or theorem the words ‘‘point’’ and ‘‘line’’ are interchanged and
the parameters s and t are interchanged. Normally, we assume without
further notice that the dual of a given theorem or definition has also been
given.
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Given two (not necessarily distinct) points x, x$ of S, we write xtx$
and say that x and x$ are collinear, provided that there is some line L for
which x I L I x$; hence xt% x$ means that x and x$ are not collinear. Dually,
for L, L$ # B, we write LtL$ or Lt% L$ according to whether L and L$ are
concurrent or nonconcurrent. When xtx$ we also say that x is orthogonal
or perpendicular to x$; similarly for LtL$. The line incident with distinct
collinear points x and x$ is denoted xx$, and the point incident with dis-
tinct concurrent lines L and L$ is denoted either LL$ or L & L$.
For x # P put x==[x$ # P & xtx$], and note that x # x=. The trace of
a pair [x, x$] of distinct points is defined to be the set x= & x$= and is
denoted either tr(x, x$) or [x, x$]=; then |[x, x$]=|=s+1 or t+1 accord-
ing as xtx$ or xt% x$. More generally, if A/P, A perp is defined by A==
 [x= & x # A]. For x{x$, the span of the pair [x, x$] is sp(x, x$)=
[x, x$]===[u # P & u # z= for all z # x= & x$=]. When xt% x$, then
[x, x$]== is also called the hyperbolic line defined by x and x$, and
|[x, x$]==|=s+1 or |[x, x$]==|t+1 according as xtx$ or xt% x$.
2. REGULARITY, DUAL NETS, AND THE AXIOM OF VEBLEN
Let S=(P, B, I ) be a finite GQ of order (s, t). If xtx$, x{x$, or if
xt% x$ and |[x, x$]==|=t+1, where x, x$ # P, we say the pair [x, x$] is
regular. The point x is regular provided [x, x$] is regular for all x$ # P,
x${x. Regularity for lines is defined dually.
A (finite) net of order k (2) and degree r (2) is an incidence structure
N=(P, B, I ) satisfying
(i) each point is incident with r lines and two distinct points are
incident with at most one line;
(ii) each line is incident with k points and two distinct lines are inci-
dent with at most one point;
(iii) if x is a point and L is a line not incident with x, then there is
a unique line M incident with x and not concurrent with L.
For a net of order k and degree r we have |P|=k2 and |B|=kr.
Theorem 2.1 (Payne and Thas [17, 1.3.1]). Let x be a regular point of
the GQ S=(P, B, I ) of order (s, t), s>1. Then the incidence structure
with pointset x=&[x], with lineset the set of spans [ y, z]==, where
y, z # x=&[x], yt% z, and with the natural incidence, is the dual of a net of
order s and degree t+1. If in particular s=t>1, there arises a dual affine
plane of order s. Also, in the case s=t>1 the incidence structure ?x with
pointset x=, with lineset the set of spans [ y, z]==, where y, z # x=, y{z,
and with the natural incidence, is a projective plane of order s.
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Now we introduce the Axiom of Veblen for dual nets N*=(P, B, I ).
Axiom of Veblen. If L1 I x I L2 , L1{L2 , M1 I > x I > M2 , and if Li is con-
current with Mj for all i, j # [1, 2], then M1 is concurrent with M2 .
A dual net N* which is not an affine plane and which satisfies the
Axiom of Veblen is the dual net H nq , n>2, which is constructed as follows:
the points of H nq are the points of PG(n, q) not in a given subspace
PG(n&2, q)/PG(n, q), the lines of H nq are the lines of PG(n, q) which
have no point in common with PG(n&2, q), the incidence in H nq is the
natural one. By the following theorem these dual nets H nq are characterized
by the Axiom of Veblen.
Theorem 2.2 (Thas and De Clerck [22]). Let N* be a dual net with
s+1 points on any line and t+1 lines through any point, where t+1>s. If
N* satisfies the Axiom of Veblen, then N*$H nq with n>2 (hence s=q
and t+1=qn&1).
3. 3-REGULARITY, PROPERTY (G), AND
FLOCK GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES
If s2=t>1, then |[x, y, z]=|=s+1 for any triple [x, y, z] of pairwise
noncollinear points; see 1.2.4 of FGQ. Evidently |[x, y, z]==|s+1. We
say [x, y, z] is 3-regular provided |[x, y, z]==|=s+1. The point x is
3-regular if and only if each triple [x, y, z] of pairwise noncollinear points
is 3-regular.
Theorem 3.1 (Thas [18]). (i) Let S be a GQ of order (s, s2), s>1,
with s odd. Then S is isomorphic to the GQ Q(5, s) arising from a non-
singular elliptic quadric in PG(5, s) if and only if it has a 3-regular point.
(ii) Let S be a GQ of order (s, s2) with s even. Then S$Q(5, s) if
and only if one of the following holds:
(a) all points of S are 3-regular;
(b) S has at least one 3-regular point not incident with some regular
line.
Remark. Mazzocca [8] proved the following result: a GQ S of order
(s, s2), s{1 and s odd, is isomorphic to Q(5, s) if and only if each point
of S is 3-regular.
Let S=(P, B, I ) be a GQ of order (s, s2), s{1. Let x1 , y1 be distinct
collinear points. We say that the pair [x1 , y1] has Property (G), or that S
has Property (G) at [x1 , y1], if every triple [x1 , x2 , x3] of points, with
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x1 , x2 , x3 pairwise noncollinear and y1 # [x1 , x2 , x3]=, is 3-regular. The
GQ S has Property (G) at the line L, or the line L has Property (G), if
each pair of points [x, y], x{ y and x I L I y, has Property (G). If (x, L)
is a flag, that is, if x I L, then we say that S has Property (G) at (x, L),
or that (x, L) has Property (G), if every pair [x, y], x{ y and y I L, has
Property (G). It is clear that the point x is 3-regular if and only if (x, L)
has Property (G) for each line L incident with x.
Property (G) was introduced in Payne [14] in connection with
generalized quadrangles of order (q2, q) arising from flocks of quadratic
cones in PG(3, q).
Theorem 3.2 (Thas and Van Maldeghem [23]). Let S=(P, B, I ) be a
GQ of order (q2, q), q even, satisfying Property (G) at the point x. Then x
is regular in S and the dual net N*x defined by x satisfies the Axiom of
Veblen. Consequently N*x$H 3q .
Let F be a flock of the quadratic cone K with vertex x of PG(3, q), that
is, a partition of K&[x] into q disjoint irreducible conics. Then, by Thas
[19], with F there corresponds a GQ S(F ) of order (q2, q). In Payne [14]
it was shown that S(F ) satisfies Property (G) at its point ().
Theorem 3.3 (Thas and Van Maldeghem [23]). For any GQ S(F ) of
order (q2, q) arising from a flock F, the point () is regular. If q is even,
then the dual net N*() always satisfies the Axiom of Veblen and so
N*() $H
3
q . If q is odd, then the dual net N*() satisfies the Axiom of
Veblen if and only if F is a Kantor flock.
Remark. Let K be the quadratic cone with equation X0X1=X 22 of
P(3, q), q odd. Then the q planes ?t with equation tX0&mt_X1+X3=0,
t # GF(q), m a given nonsquare of GF(q), and _ a given automorphism of
GF(q), define a Kantor flock; see Thas [19].
4. GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES OF ORDER (q, q2), q{1,
SATISFYING PROPERTY (G)
Let S=(P, B, I ) be a GQ of order (q, q2), q{1, for which the pair of
distinct points [x, y], xty, has Property (G). Now we introduce the
following incidence structure Sxy=(Pxy , Bxy , Ixy):
(i) Pxy=x=&[x, y]==.
(ii) Elements of Bxy are of two types: (a) the sets [ y, z, u]==&[ y],
with [ y, z, u] a triple of pairwise noncollinear points with x # [ y, z, u]=,
and (b) the sets [x, w]=&[x], with xtwt% y.
(iii) Ixy is containment.
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Theorem 4.1 (Payne and Thas, see Thas [20]). The incidence structure
Sxy is the design of points and lines of the affine space AG(3, q). In par-
ticular, q is a prime power.
The planes of the affine space Sxy=AG(3, q) are of two types:
(a) The sets [x, z]=&[ y], with xt% z and y # [x, z]=, and
(b) each set which is the union of all elements of type (b) of Bxy con-
taining a point of some line M of type (a) of Bxy .
Assume now that the GQ S=(P, B, I ) of order (q, q2), q{1, satisfies
Property (G) at the flag (x, L). Let R be [u, u1 , u2]===[u, u1 , u2 , ..., uq],
with [u, u1 , u2] a triple of pairwise noncollinear points with x #
[u, u1 , u2]= and u I L, and let Li be the line incident with x and the point
ui , i=1, 2, ..., q. Further, let PxR be the set of all points, different from x,
collinear with x and a point of R, let BxR=[L, L1 , L2 , ..., Lq], and let CxR
be the set having as elements the sets [w, w1 , w2]== with w I L, w1 I L1 ,
w2 I L2 , and x  [w, w1 , w2]. Also, let incidence IxR between elements of
PxR and elements of BxR be induced by the incidence in S, and let
incidence IxR between elements of PxR and elements of CxR be containment.
Theorem 4.2 (Thas [20]). The incidence structure L=(PxR , BxR , CxR ,
IxR), with pointset PxR , lineset BxR , circleset CxR and incidence IxR , is a
Laguerre plane of order q. Also, for each point y I L, y{x, the derived or
internal affine plane Ly of L at y is the affine plane AG(2, q); hence, for q
odd L is the classical Laguerre plane, that is, arises from the quadratic cone
in PG(3, q).
5. INTERPRETATION OF THE GENERALIZED QUADRANGLE S
INTO THE PROJECTIVE COMPLETION OF THE
AFFINE SPACE Sxy
Let S=(P, B, I ) be a GQ of order (q, q2), q{1, and assume that S
satisfies Property (G) at the flag (x, L). Choose a point y I L, y{x. By
Theorem 4.1 there arises an affine space Sxy=AG(3, q).
The q2 lines of type (b) of Sxy are parallel, so they define a point  of
the projective completion PG(3, q) of AG(3, q). Let z # P with xt% zt% y
and let V=[x, z]=. Further, let u1 , u2 , u3 be distinct points of V&[u]
with u the point of V incident with L, and assume, by way of contradiction,
that u1 , u2 , u3 are collinear in AG(3, q). Then u3 # [ y, u1 , u2]==. As
z # [u1 , u2 , u3]=, also ytz. So there arises a triangle uzy, clearly a con-
tradiction. It follows that V&[u] is a q2-cap of PG(3, q). All lines of type
(b) of AG(3, q) have a unique point in common with V&[u]. Hence for
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q>2 (V&[u]) _ [] is an ovoid Oz of PG(3, q); as the plane at infinity
? of AG(3, q) contains just the point  of (V&[u]) _ [] and as
V&[u] is not contained in a plane of AG(3, q), also for q=2 the set
(V&[u]) _ [] is an ovoid Oz of PG(3, q). The tangent plane of Oz at
 is the plane at infinity ? of AG(3, q).
Let xt% zi t% y, i=1, 2, with z1 tz2 , z1{z2 , z1tutz2 , u I L. If
w # Oz1 & Oz2 , w{, then there arises a triangle wz1z2 , a contradiction.
Hence Oz1 & Oz2=[].
Now let xt% zit% y, i=1, 2, with z1tz2 , z1{z2 , zitui , ui I L, and
u1 {u2 . Further, let r I z1z2 , rtx. Then clearly Oz1 & Oz2=[, r].
Next, let xt% zit% y, i=1, 2, with z1t% z2 , z1tutz2 , and u I L. Then
Oz1 & Oz2=([x, z1 , z2]
=&[u]) _ []. Hence |Oz1 & Oz2 |=q+1. By
Theorem 4.2 (Oz1 & Oz2)&[] belongs to a plane ? of type (b) of
AG(3, q). As  # ? , with ? the projective completion of ?, we have
Oz1 & Oz2 /? . So Oz1 & Oz2 is an oval of ? containing the point . The q
ovoids Oz , with z # [x, z1 , z2]==&[x], share the same oval; also, no other
ovoid Oz$ contains this oval.
Finally, let xt% zi t% y, i=1, 2, with z1t% z2 , zitui , ui I L, and u1{u2 .
Then Oz1 & Oz2=[x, z1 , z2]
= _ []. Hence |Oz1 & Oz2 |=q+2.
Let O be the set of all ovoids Oz , xt% zt% y. Then |O|=q3(q&1). We say
that ovoids Oz , Oz$ # O are in the relation S if Oz=Oz$ , or |Oz & Oz$ |=1,
or |Oz & Oz$ |=q+1. From the foregoing follows that S defines an equiv-
alence relation in O with q&1 classes; also, Oz S Oz$ if and only if z and z$
are collinear with the same point u of L.
Consequently we have the following representation % of S into PG(3, q).
Points of S. (a) z # P, with xt% zt% y : z [ ovoid Oz of PG(3, q).
(b) z # P, with ztx, z I > L : z [ point z of AG(3, q).
(c) z # P, with zty, z I > L : z [ projective completion ‘ z of the plane
‘z=[x, z]=&[ y] of type (a) of AG(3, q). These planes are the q3 planes
of PG(3, q) not containing the point .
(d) u # P, with u I L, x{u{y : u [ the corresponding equivalence
class Ou in O (Oz # Ou if and only if ztu).
(e) y [ ? .
(f ) x [ .
Lines of S. (i) M # B, Mt% L, with z1 , z2 , ..., zq&1 incident with M,
xt% zit% y, i=1, 2, ..., q&1, with r I M, rtx, and with w I M, wty : M [
the set consisting of the q&1 ovoids Ozi , the point r of AG(3, q), and the
plane ‘ w of PG(3, q).
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We have r # ‘ w and r # Ozi , i=1, 2, ..., q&1. Clearly |(Oz1 _ Oz2 _ } } } _
Ozq&1 _ ‘w)&[]|=q
3&q+1. The q&1 points of AG(3, q) that are
missing, are the q&1 affine points of r&[r].
(ii) M # B, MtL, x I > M, y I > M, with L I u I M and z1 , z2 , ..., zq
incident with M but not with L : M [ the set consisting of the q ovoids Ozi
and the equivalence class Ou (that is, the equivalence class containing the
ovoids Ozi).
As |(Oz1 _ Oz2 _ } } } _ Ozq)&[]|=q
3, (Oz1 _ Oz2 _ } } } _ Ozq)&
[] is the pointset of AG(3, q).
(iii) M # B, y I M, M{L, with z1 , z2 , ..., zq incident with M but not
with L : M [ the set consisting of ? and the q planes ‘ zi of PG(3, q) (the
corresponding q planes ‘zi of AG(3, q) are parallel).
Clearly ‘z1 _ ‘z2 _ } } } _ ‘zq is the pointset of AG(3, q).
(iv) M # B, x I M, M{L, with z1 , z2 , ..., zq incident with M but not
with L : M [ [z1 , z2 , ..., zq , ].
(v) M=L : M [ the set consisting of , ? and the q&1 equiv-
alence classes Ou .
6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF Q(5, q)
Using the representation of Section 5 we shall give a short new proof, in
the odd case, of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 6.1. Let S be a GQ of order (q, q2), q>1, with q odd. Then
S is isomorphic to the GQ Q(5, q) arising from a nonsingular elliptic quad-
ric in PG(5, q) if and only if it has a 3-regular point.
Proof. It is well known that each point of Q(5, q) is 3-regular; see 3.3.1
of FGQ.
Conversely, assume that x is a 3-regular point of the GQ S=(P, B, I )
of order (q, q2), q>1, with q odd. Then S satisfies Property (G) at each
flag (x, L), x I L.
Now we choose L and y, where x I L I y, x{y, and we represent S into
the affine space Sxy=AG(3, q).
As q is odd each ovoid Oz is an elliptic quadric of PG(3, q); see Barlotti
[2] and Panella [11]. Let xt% zi t% y, zi tui , ui I L, i=1, 2, and assume
z1t% z2 and u1 {u2 . Then Oz1 & Oz2=[x, z1 , z2]
= _ []. As y is collinear
with x # [x, z1 , z2]== and y  [x, z1 , z2]= _ [x, z1 , z2]===V, it is collinear
with a second point x$ of V; see 1.4.2 of FGQ. From u1{u2 follows that
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x$  [x, z1 , z2]=, and so x$ # [x, z1 , z2]==. Hence [x, z1 , z2]==[x, x$, z1]=
/[x, x$]=. Consequently [x, z1 , z2]==C belongs to the plane ‘x$ of type
(a) of AG(3, q). It follows that (Oz1 & Oz2)&[] is a conic of Oz1 respec-
tively Oz2 . So Oz1 & Oz2 consists of two plane quadrics C and C$. The only
point over GF(q) of C$ is the point , hence over GF(q2) C$ consists of
two lines L , L$ through . The plane LL$ is the tangent plane ? of
Oz1 , respectively Oz2 , at . Hence L _ L$ is the intersection over
GF(q2) of Oz1 and ? , respectively Oz2 and ? .
Next, let z be any point of S with xt% zt% y. If z1t% z and z2 t% z, then
either zt% u1 or zt% u2 . Then by the previous paragraph Oz contains L
and L$ (over GF(q2)). Now let ztz1 , ztu1 , z{z1 . If zt% z2 , then Oz
contains L and L$ . Assume now ztz2 . If z$ I u2z2 , z2 {z${u2 , z$t% z1 ,
then Oz$ contains L and L$ ; as zt% z$ also Oz contains L and L$ .
Analogously, if ztz2 , ztu2 , z{z2 , then Oz contains L and L$ . Next,
let ztz1 , zt% u1 , zt% z2 . If zt% u2 , then clearly Oz contains L and L$ .
Assume now ztu2 . Let z$ I u1 z1 , u1 {z${z1 . Then Oz$ contains L and
L$ , and as z$t% z also Oz contains L and L$ . Analogously, if ztz2 ,
zt% u2 , zt% z1 , then Oz contains L and L$ . Finally, let z1 tztz2 ,
z I > u1z1 , z I > u2z2 . If z$ I u1 z1 , u1 {z${z1 , then Oz$ contains L and L$ .
As zt% z$ also Oz contains L and L$ . We conclude that each quadric Oz ,
with xt% zt% y, contains L and L$ (over GF(q2)).
Now we calculate the number of nonsingular elliptic quadrics of
PG(3, q) containing , having ? as tangent plane at , and intersecting
? in the lines L and L$ (over GF(q2)). We choose coordinates as
(1, 0, 0, 0); ? : X1=0; L _ L$ : F(X2 , X3)=X1=0,
where F(X2 , X3) is an irreducible homogeneous polynomial over GF(q).
Any nonsingular elliptic quadric of PG(3, q) containing , having ? as
tangent plane at , and intersecting ? in the lines L and L$ has an
equation of the form
F(X2 , X3)+X1(aX0+bX1+cX2+dX3)=0, a{0.
Hence there are exactly q3(q&1) such quadrics. But this is also the number
of quadrics Oz . Consequently the quadrics Oz are just the nonsingular
elliptic quadrics of PG(3, q) containing , having ? as tangent plane at
, and intersecting ? in the lines L and L$ .
Next consider a cone K in PG(4, q), with vertex v, which projects a non-
singular elliptic quadric O of a PG(3, q) in PG(4, q). Let p be a point of
K&[v] not in PG(3, q). Further, let . be the projection of K&[ p] from
p onto PG(3, q). If [ y]=pv & O, then let L, L$ be the common lines over
GF(q2) of O with the tangent plane ?y of O at y. The space (L, L$, v) of
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PG(4, q) is the tangent space of K at pv. Applying . we get the following
correspondences.
(a) Intersection of K with a hyperplane neither containing v nor
p [. nonsingular elliptic quadric O$ of PG(3, q) containing y, having ?y as
tangent plane at y, and containing L and L$; there arise q3(q&1) such
quadrics O$.
(b) Point of K not on pv [. point of PG(3, q)&?y ; all the points of
PG(3, q)&?y arise in such a way.
(c) Intersection of K&[ p] with a hyperplane containing p but not
v [. ?&?y , where ? is a plane of PG(3, q) not containing y; in such a way
we find the q3 planes of PG(3, q) not containing y.
(d) Let u1 , u2 # pv&[ p, v], and let Oi be the intersection of K with
a hyperplane containing ui but not pv, i=1, 2. If u1tu2 , then |O.1 & O.2 |
=|O$1 & O$2 | # [1, q+1, q2+1]; if u1 t% u2 , then |O.1 & O.2 |=|O$1 & O$2 | #
[2, q+2]. Let O*1 be the intersection of K with any hyperplane containing
u1 but not pv. Then the quadrics O1*$ are exactly the q3 nonsingular elliptic
quadrics of PG(3, q) containing L, L$ and intersecting O$1 in 1, or q+1, or
q2+1 points.
(e) v [. y.
(f ) Finally, by definition: p [. ?y .
Now it is clear that there is a bijection : from the pointset P of S onto
the set P consisting of the points of K and the sections of K with hyper-
planes not containing the vertex v of K.
Next, we determine the images under : of the pointsets incident with the
lines of S. The set of all points incident with the line M of B will be
denoted by M*.
(i) M # B, Mt% L, with z1 , z2 , ..., zq&1 incident with M, xt% zit% y,
i=1, 2, ..., q&1, with r I M, rtx, and with c I M, cty : M* [: set con-
sisting of the intersections of K with q hyperplanes containing a common
point s # K& pv, and of the point s. If two of these q intersections have at
least two points in common, then they have exactly q+1 points in com-
mon, and so either |Ozi & Ozj |3 or |Ozi & ‘c |2, i{ j and i, j # [1, 2, ...,
q&1], clearly a contradiction. Hence the union of these intersections is
(K&sv) _ [s]. So the q hyperplanes defining these intersections have a
common plane, which is nothing else than the common tangent plane at s
of the q corresponding elliptic quadrics.
(ii) M # B, MtL, x I > M, y I > M : M* [
: set consisting of the inter-
sections of K with q hyperplanes containing a common point s # pv&
[v, p], and of the point s. These q hyperplanes have a common plane,
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which is nothing else than the common tangent plane at s of the q corre-
sponding elliptic quadrics.
(iii) M # B, y I M, M{L : M* [: set consisting of the intersections
of K with q hyperplanes containing p, and of the point p. These q hyper-
planes have a common plane, which is nothing else than the common
tangent plane at p of the q corresponding elliptic quadrics.
(iv) M # B, x I M, M{L : M* [: a generator of K distinct from pv.
(v) M=L : M* [: the generator pv of K.
Hence S=(P, B, I) is isomorphic to the following incidence structure
S*=(P*, B*, I*): P* consists of the points of K and the hyperplanes of
PG(4, q) not containing the vertex v of K; an element of B* is either a gen-
erator of K, or a point s of K&[v] together with the q hyperplanes not
through v containing a common plane, not through v, which is tangent to
K at s; I* is the natural incidence. Dualizing in PG(4, q) we now see that
S* is isomorphic to the GQ T3(O) of Tits (see 3.1.2 of FGQ), with O a
nonsingular elliptic quadric. Hence S$T3(O)$Q(5, q). K
Remark. Let S be a GQ of order (q, q2) with q even. Assume also that
either all points of S are 3-regular or that S has at least one 3-regular
point not incident with some regular line. If we can show that all ovoids
Oz are elliptic quadrics, then by the previous proof S$Q(5, q).
7. PROPERTY (G) AND FLOCK GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES
Let S=(P, B, I) be a GQ of order (q, q2), q>1, and assume that S
satisfies Property (G) at the flag (x, L). Choose a point y I L, y{x. Then
there arises an affine space Sxy=AG(3, q). We will use the notations intro-
duced in Section 5. Assume also that for q even all ovoids Oz are elliptic
quadrics.
7.1. Property (G) and Flocks
Lemma 7.1.1. Over GF(q2) all elliptic quadrics Oz , z being collinear with
a fixed point u I L with x{u{y, intersect the plane ? in the same two
lines L and M .
Proof. Consider points z1 , z2 # P, z1t% z2 , with xt% zi t% y, zi tu, u I L,
i=1, 2, and x{u{ y. With zi there corresponds an elliptic quadric Ozi ,
i=1, 2, of PG(3, q). The plane ? is the tangent plane of Ozi at the point
, i=1, 2. Further, (over GF(q)) Oz1 & Oz2 is a conic C containing the
point .
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A priori, two cases are possible: (i) Oz1 and Oz2 are tangent along C (at
each point of C they have a common tangent plane), and (ii) over GF(q2)
Oz1 & Oz2 consists of C and two lines L and M containing  (over
GF(q2) L _ M=Ozi & ? , i=1, 2).
Now we consider the q elliptic quadrics Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq containing C;
here (C&[]) _ [u]=[z1 , z2 , ..., zq , x]=. Suppose, by way of contradic-
tion, that these q quadrics are mutually tangent along C. Then these q
quadrics belong to a common pencil 8 of quadrics. For q odd the pencil
8 contains (q&1)2 nonsingular elliptic quadrics and for q even the pencil
8 contains q2 nonsingular elliptic quadrics; see Bruen and Hirschfeld [3].
As q>q2 we have a contradiction, and so we may assume that Oz1 & Oz2
consists of C and two lines L and M containing  (over GF(q2)). Now
we consider the elliptic quadric Ozi , i # [3, 4, ..., q]. If Oz1 and Ozi , and also
Oz2 and Ozi , are tangent along C, then also Oz1 and Oz2 are tangent along
C, clearly a contradiction. So we may assume that Oz1 and Ozi are not
tangent along C, and consequently Oz1 & ?=Ozi & ? , that is, Ozi con-
tains L and M (over GF(q2)). It follows that the q quadrics Oz1 , Oz2 , ...,
Ozq all contain L and M . Hence Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq belong to a common
pencil 8 of quadrics. The (q+1)st element of 8 consists of ? together
with the plane of C.
Now let z be any point collinear with u, where z1t% z, z I > L. Then
analogously ? & Oz=? & Oz1 . Hence Oz contains L and M .
Finally, let z I z1 u, z{u. Again ? & Oz=? & Oz2 , and consequently
Oz contains L and M .
We conclude that all elliptic quadrics Oz , with ztu and z I > L, intersect
the plane ? in the same two lines L and M (over GF(q2)). K
Corollary 7.1.2. With the q&1 points u I L, x{u{y, there corre-
spond over GF(q2) q&1 line pairs (L (i) , M
(i)
) through  in ? , with i=1,
2, ..., q&1 (some of these pairs may coincide).
Lemma 7.1.3. If for each point u I L, x{u{y, we know one of the ellip-
tic quadrics Oz , with utz and z I > L, then (up to isomorphism) S is com-
pletely determined.
Proof. Let x, y, u1 , u2 , ..., uq&1 be the q+1 points of L and assume that
we know the elliptic quadric Ozi , where zi tui and zi I > L, i=1, 2, ..., q&1.





2)). Then the q3 elliptic quadrics Oz ,
with ui tz, z I > L and i # [1, 2, ..., q&1], are Ozi , the (q
2+q)(q&1)=





secting Ozi over GF(q) in a (nonsingular) conic C containing , and the





counted twice (such a quadric O$ and Ozi are osculating at ). Hence we
know the q3(q&1) elliptic quadrics Oz , with ui tz, z I > L, i=1, 2, ..., q&1.
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Now it is clear that the images for % of all points of S are uniquely
determined by Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq&1 (for the definition of % see Section 5).
The GQ S has five types of lines; see Section 5. Consider two elliptic
quadrics Oz$ and Oz" , z${z". Then z$tz" if and only if either
|Oz$ & Oz" |=1 or |Oz$ & Oz"|=2. If |Oz$ & Oz" |=1, then z$tutz" with
u I L, and the line M=z$z" of S is mapped by % onto the set consisting of
Oz$ , of the q&1 elliptic quadrics O{Oz$ such that O and Oz$ are osculat-
ing at , and of the equivalence class Ou (Ou is the set consisting of Oz$ ,
of all elliptic quadrics O{Oz$ such that O and Oz$ are osculating at , and
of all elliptic quadrics intersecting Oz$ in Oz$ & ? and a conic C through
). Now let Oz$ & Oz"=[, r]. Then the line M=z$z" of S is mapped by
% onto the set consisting of r, of Oz$ , of the q&2 elliptic quadrics Oz {Oz$
such that |Oz & Oz$ |=[, r], and of the tangent plane at r of Oz$ (this
plane is also tangent at r for the q&2 elliptic quadrics Oz {Oz$ with
|Oz & Oz$ |=[, r]).
With a line M # B&[L], y I M, there corresponds a set consisting of the
plane ? and the elements of a parallel class of planes of AG(3, q), with
line at infinity not containing the point . With a line M # B&[L], x I M,
there corresponds the set consisting of the point  and the q points of
P&[x] incident with M. Finally with the line L there corresponds the set
consisting of , of ? , and of the q&1 equivalence classes Ou1 , Ou2 , ..., Ouq&1
(Oui is the set consisting of Ozi , of all elliptic quadrics intersecting Ozi in
Ozi & ? and a conic C through , and of all elliptic quadrics O{Ozi such
that O and Ozi are osculating at , i=1, 2, ..., q&1).
Hence the images for % of all lines of S are uniquely determined by
Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq&1 .
We conclude that the image of S for % can be completely reconstructed
from the quadrics Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq&1 ; that is, up to isomorphism, S is com-
pletely determined by Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq&1 . K
Let M be a line of S, with Mt% L, and let r, m, z1 , z2 , ..., zq&1 be the
points incident with M, where rtx and mty. Then, up to isomorphism,
S is completely determined by Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq&1 . With m there corre-
sponds a plane + of PG(3, q) not containing the point . The q&1 quad-
rics Oz1 , Oz2 , ..., Ozq&1 and + all contain the point r  ? . Also, the plane +
is tangent to Ozi at r, i=1, 2, ..., q&1. We have |(Oz1 _ Oz2 _ } } } _
Ozq&1 _ +)&? |=q
3&q+1; the q&1 points of AG(3, q) that are missing,
are the q&1 affine points of r&[r].
Now let ! be a plane of PG(3, q), with !{? and r,  # !. Put
Ozi & !=C$i , i=1, 2, ..., q&1, and + & !=N$. At  these q&1 conics C$i
have the common tangent line ! & ? and at r the common tangent line N$.
Next, let ‘ be a plane of PG(3, q), with ‘{? ,  # ‘, and r  ‘. Put
Ozi & ‘=Ci , i=1, 2, ..., q&1, and + & ‘=N. Then the q&1 conics
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C1 , C2 , ..., Cq&1 together with N, define a partition of the affine plane
‘&? . At  these q&1 conics Ci have the common tangent line ‘ & ? .
Let K be any quadratic cone of the projective space PG(3, q); the vertex
of K will be denoted by v. Further, let p be a point of K&[v] and let ’
be a plane of PG(3, q) not containing p. Now we project K&[ p] from p
onto ’. Let { be the tangent plane of K at the line vp and let { & ’=U.
Then with the q2 points of K&vp there correspond the q2 points of the
affine plane ’&U=’$, with any point of vp&[ p] there corresponds the
intersection u of pv and ’, with the generators of K distinct from pv there
correspond the lines of ’ distinct from U containing u, with the (non-
singular) conics of K passing through p there correspond the affine parts of
the q2 lines not through u of the projective plane ’, and with the q2(q&1)
(nonsingular) conics of K not passing through p there correspond the
q2(q&1) (nonsingular) conics of ’ which are tangent to U at u.
So, identifying ’ with ‘, U with ‘ & ? , and u with , the conics C1 ,
C2 , ..., Cq&1 together with the line N define the respective conics C*1 , C*2 , ...,
C*q on the cone K; the conic C*q contains the point p, while C*1 , C*2 , ...,
C*q&1 do not contain p.
Theorem 7.1.4. The set F=[C*1 , C*2 , ..., C*q] is a flock of the cone K,
that is, F is a partition of K&[v].
Proof. It is clear that the sets C*1&vp, C*2&vp, ..., C*q&vp define a par-
tition of K&vp. As C1 , C2 , ..., Cq&1 are nonsingular conics, the conics C*1 ,
C*2 , ..., C*q&1 do not contain p and so C i* & C*q=, for i=1, 2, ..., q&1.
Assume, by way of contradiction, that C i* & C j*{, with i, j # [1, 2, ...,
q&1] and i{ j. Then C i* and C j* are tangent at some point of vp, and so
Ci and Cj osculate at the point  (the intersection multiplicity of Ci and
Cj at  is four). Now we introduce coordinates in the projective space
PG(3, q):
(1, 0, 0, 0); ? : X1=0; r(0, 1, 0, 0); + : X0=0; ‘ : X1+X3=0.
Nonsingular conic C in ‘ tangent to ‘ & ? at the point :
{X1+X3=0,aX 21+X 22+cX1X2+dX0 X1=0, with d{0.
Now we express that C & +=,:
c2&4a is a nonsquare for q odd, and tr(ac2)=1 with c{0 for q even.
(Here tr(w) is the trace of w over the prime subfield, so that tr(w)=1 if and
only if X2+X+w=0 has no solution in GF(q).) Now we consider two
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such conics C, C$ corresponding with distinct triples (a, c, d ), (a$, c$, d $),
respectively. The common points of C and C$ are determined by the system
of equations
X1+X3=0,
{aX 21+X 22+cX1X2+dX0X1=0,a$X 21+X 22+c$X1X2+d $X0X1=0,
or, equivalently, by
X1+X3=0,






{aX 21+X 22+cX1X2+dX0X1=0,(a$&a) X1+(c$&c) X2+(d $&d ) X0=0.
Expressing that C and C$ osculate at  we obtain c=c$, d=d $ and a{a$.




with h01 {0 and h223&4h22 h33 a nonsquare for q odd, and h01 {0, h23 {0
and tr(h22h33h&223 )=1 for q even.
Expressing that this quadric contains C, respectively C$, we obtain
\(a, 1, c, d )=(h33 , h22 , &h23 , h01) for some \{0, respectively,
\$(a$, 1, c, d )=(h33 , h22 , &h23 , h01) for some \${0.
So these quadrics have an equation of the form
O : X 22+aX
2
3+dX0X1&cX2X3=0,
O$ : X 22+a$X
2
3+dX0X1&cX2X3=0.
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X 22+dX0 X1=0=X3 .
Hence |O & O$|=q+1.
As |Ozi & Ozj |=2 it now follows that C i* & C j*=,, a contradiction.
It follows that C i* & C j*=, with i, j=1, 2, ..., q and i{ j, and conse-
quently [C*1 , C*2 , ..., C*q] is a flock of the cone K. K
7.2. Reconstruction of S from the Flock F
In Subsection 7.1 we introduced the set [C1 , C2 , ..., Cq&1 , N]=F which
can be identified with the flock F=[C*1 , C*2 , ..., C*q] of the quadratic cone
K. Now we will reconstruct S (up to isomorphism) from the flock F.
So we suppose that F corresponds with S in the way described in
Subsection 7.1. In PG(3, q) we consider a plane ‘ and in ‘ the ‘‘plane
model’’ [C1 , C2 , ..., Cq&1 , N]=F of F (F is obtained by projection of F;
see Subsection 7.1). So C1 , C2 , ..., Cq&1 are conics which are mutually
tangent at a point  and N is a line of ‘ not containing ; the common
tangent line at  is denoted by T. Now we consider planes ? {‘ and
+{‘ in PG(3, q), respectively containing T and N; in + we consider a
point r, with r  ‘ _ ? . Next, let Oi be the nonsingular quadric which con-
tains Ci , which is tangent to ? at  and which is tangent to + at r, with
i=1, 2, ..., q&1. Now it follows from Lemma 7.1.3 that we can reconstruct
completely S (up to isomorphism).
Points of the GQ. (a) The nonsingular elliptic quadrics O containing
Oi & ?=L(i) _ M
(i)
 (over GF(q
2)) such that the intersection multiplicity
of Oi and O at  is at least three (that are Oi , the nonsingular elliptic
quadrics O{Oi containing L (i) _ M
(i)
 (over GF(q
2)) and intersecting O i
over GF(q) in a nonsingular conic containing , and the nonsingular
elliptic quadrics O{Oi for which O & Oi over GF(q2) is L (i) _ M
(i)

counted twice), with i=1, 2, ..., q&1.
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(b) The points of PG(3, q)&? .
(c) The planes of PG(3, q) not containing .
(d) The set Oi consisting of the q3 quadrics O corresponding with Oi ,
i=1, 2, ..., q&1.
(e) The plane ? .
(f ) The point .
Adjacency in the GQ. We will mention now all possible adjacencies.
Points O, O$ of type (a) are adjacent if and only if over GF(q)
O & O$ # [1, 2, q2+1].
A point O of type (a) is adjacent to a point r of type (b) if and only if
r # O.
A point O of type (a) is adjacent to a point ! of type (c) if and only if
! is a tangent plane of O.
A point O of type (a) is adjacent to a point Oi of type (d) if and only if
O # Oi .
A point r of type (b) is adjacent to a point r$ of type (b) if and only if
either r=r$, or r{r$ and the line rr$ of PG(3, q) contains .
A point r of type (b) is adjacent to a point ! of type (c) if and only if
r # !.
Any point r of type (b) is adjacent to the unique point  of type (f ).
Points !, !$ of type (c) are adjacent if and only if ! & ?=!$ & ? .
Any point ! of type (c) is adjacent to the unique point ? of type (e).
Any two points of the set [O1 , O2 , ..., Oq&1 , , ?] are adjacent.
So we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2.1. Up to isomorphism the GQ S is uniquely determined by
the flock F of the quadratic cone K.
Remark. Assume that the flock F is linear, that is, the planes of the
elements of the flock all contain a common line. Then Ci & N (over
GF(q2)) is independent of i. Let C i & N=[z1 , z2]. Then any of the
q3(q&1) elliptic quadrics contains the lines rz1 , rz2 . If rzi & ?=[z$i],
i=1, 2, then any of the quadrics contains the lines z$1 and z$2 . Conse-
quently these quadrics are just all the nonsingular elliptic quadrics of
PG(3, q) containing , having ? as tangent plane at  and intersecting
? in the lines z$1 and z$2 . From the proof of Theorem 6.1 now follows
that S$Q(5, q).
7.3. Equivalence of Property (G) and Flock Generalized Quadrangles
In this section we will prove the main theorem of this paper.
The following construction method for GQ was introduced by Kantor
[5].
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Let G be a finite group of order s2t, 1<s, 1<t, together with a family
J=[Ai : 0it]
of 1+t subgroups of G, each of order s. Assume furthermore that for each
Ai # J, there exists a subgroup Ai* of G, of order st, containing Ai . Put
J*=[Ai* : 0it] and define as follows a point-line geometry S=
(P, B, I)=S(G, J).
Points are of three kinds: (i) the elements of G; (ii) the right cosets Ai*g,
Ai* # J*, g # G; (iii) a symbol ().
Lines are of two kinds: (a) the right cosets Ai g, Ai # J, g # G; (b) the
symbols [Ai], Ai # J.
A point g of type (i) is incident with each line Aig, Ai # J; a point Ai*g
of type (ii) is incident with [Ai] and with each line Aih contained in Ai*g;
the point () is incident with each line [Ai] of type (b).
Then Kantor [5] proved that the following holds: S(G, J) is a GQ of
order (s, t) provided
K1 : AiA j & Ak=[1], for i, j, k distinct, and
K2 : Ai* & Aj=[1], for i{ j.
If the conditions K1 and K2 are satisfied, then Ai* is uniquely defined by Ai .
Suppose K1 and K2 are satisfied. For any h # G let us define %h by
g%h=gh, (Aig)%h=Aigh,
(Ai*g)%h=A i*gh, [Ai]%h=[A i], ()%h=(),
with g # G, Ai # J, Ai* # J*. Then %h is an automorphism of S(G, J) which
fixes the point () and all lines of type (b). If G$=[%h : h # G], then clearly
G$$G and G$ acts regularly on the points of type (i).
If K1 and K2 are satisfied, then J is called a 4-gonal family for G.
Let F=GF(q), q any prime power, and put G=[(:, c, ;) : :, ; # F2,
c # F]. Define a binary operation on G by
(:, c, ;)(:$, c$, ;$)=(:+:$, c+c$+;:$T, ;+;$).
This makes G into a group whose centre is C=[(0, c, 0) # G : c # F].
Let C=[Au : u # F] be a set of q distinct upper triangular 2_2-matrices
over F. Then C is called a q-clan provided Au&Ar is anisotropic whenever
u{r, i.e. :(Au&Ar) :T=0 has only the trivial solution :=(0, 0). For
Au # C, put Ku=Au+ATu . Let
Au=\xu0
yu
zu+ , xu , yu , zu , u # F.
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For q odd, C is a q-clan if and only if
&det(Ku&Kr)=( yu& yr)2&4(xu&xr)(zu&zr) (1)
is a nonsquare of F whenever r, u # F, r{u. For q even, C is a q-clan if and
only if
yu { yr and tr((xu+xr)(zu+zr)( yu+ yr)&2)=1 (2)
whenever r, u # F, r{u.
Now we can define a family of subgroups of G by
A(u)=[(:, :Au:T, :Ku) # G : : # F2], u # F,
and
A()=[(0, 0, ;) # G : ; # F2].
Then put J=[A(u) : u # F _ []] and J*=[A*(u) : u # F _ []], with
A*(u)=A(u) C. So
A*(u)=[(:, c, :Ku) # G : : # F2], u # F,
and
A*()=[(0, c, ;) : ; # F2].
With G, A(u), A*(u), J as above, the following theorem is a combination
of results of Payne and Kantor.
Theorem 7.3.1 (Payne [12, 13] and Kantor [6]). The set J is a
4-gonal family for G if and only if C is a q-clan.
In Thas [19] it was shown that (1) and (2) are exactly the conditions
for the planes
xu X0+zuX1+ yu X2+X3=0
of PG(3, q) to define a flock of the quadratic cone K with equation
X0X1=X 22 . Hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.3.2 (Thas [19]). To any flock of the quadratic cone of
PG(3, q) corresponds a GQ of order (q2, q).
The following important theorem on flock GQ is due to Payne.
Theorem 7.3.3 (Payne [14]). Any flock GQ satisfies Property (G) at
its point ().
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Now we come to the main theorem of our paper; it is a converse of
Theorem 7.3.3.
Main Theorem 7.3.4. Let S=(P, B, I) be a GQ of order (q, q2), q>1,
and assume that S satisfies Property (G) at the flag (x, L). If q is odd then
S is the dual of a flock GQ. If q is even and all ovoids Oz are elliptic
quadrics, then we have the same conclusion.
Proof. Consider the flock GQ S(G, C) of order (q2, q) arising from any
q-clan C=[Av : v # F], with F=GF(q) and
Av=\xv0
yv
zv+ , xv , yv , zv , v # F.
By Payne and Thas [17] we may assume, without loss of generality , that
A0=0. Dualizing we obtain a GQ S of order (q, q2). By Theorem 7.3.3 the
line () of S has Property (G). So the flag ([A(0)], ()) of S has
Property (G).
Let x be the point [A(0)] of the line () of S and let y be the point
[(A()] of the line () of S . Now we consider the affine space
S xy=AG(3, q).
The points of AG(3, q) are the points of S which are collinear with x
but not incident with the line xy. Hence the points of AG(3, q) are the
points A(0)g, g # G, of S . We have A(0)g=[($, 0, 0)(:, c, ;) : $ # F2], with
g=(:, c, ;). So A(0)g=[($+:, c, ;) : $ # F2]. Consequently A(0)g has one
element (0, c, ;). We will write A(0)g=(c, b1 , b2) with ;=(b1 , b2). Next
we introduce an affine space AG(3, q) which has been coordinatized. With
the point A(0)g of AG(3, q) we now let correspond the point (c, b1 , b2) of
AG(3, q).
Now we consider the planes of type (a) of AG(3, q). The planes of type
(a) are the sets [x, z]=&[ y], with xt% z and y # [x, z]=. Let z be the
point A()h of S , with h=(:$, c$, ;$). Any point utx, with ut% y, is of
type A(0)g with g=(:, c, ;). Now we express that utz,
($+:, c, ;)=(:$, c$+$$:$T, $$+;$)
(A(0)=[($, 0, 0) : $ # F2] and A()=[(0, 0, $$) : $$ # F2]. So the point u
is of type A(0)g with g=(0, c$+$$:$T, $$+;$), that is, A(0)g=(x~ , y~ , z~ )
with x~ =c$+$$:$T and (y~ , z~ )=$$+;$. It follows that [x, z]=&[ y] is the
set of all triples (x~ , y~ , z~ ) # F3 for which the following linear equation in
X, Y, Z is satisfied:
X=c$+(Y&b$1) a$1+(Z&b$2) a$2 , (3)
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with :$=(a$1 , a$2) and ;$=(b$1 , b$2). Consequently with [x, z]=&[ y] there
corresponds the plane with Eq. (3) of AG(3, q). In the projective comple-
tion PG(3, q) of AG(3, q) the plane (3) has equation
X0+(a$1b$1+a$2b$2&c$) X1&a$1 X2&a$2 X3=0. (4)
Clearly it never contains the point (1, 0, 0, 0) of PG(3, q).
Next we consider the lines of type (b) of AG(3, q). The lines of type (b)
are the sets [x, w]=&[x], with wtxt% y. Let xw be the line A*(0)h of S ,
with h=(:$, c$, ;$). Such a line has points r{x of type A(0)g with
g=(:, c, ;). Now we express that r I wx,
[($+:, c, ;) : $ # F2]/[($"+:$, c$+c", ;$) : $" # F2, c" # F]
(A*(0)=[($", c", 0) : $" # F2, c" # F] and A(0)=[($, 0, 0) : $ # F2]). Hence
we have ;=;$. So the points r{x of xw are of type A(0)g with
g=(0, c, ;$), that is, A(0)g=(c, b$1 , b$2) with ;$=(b$1 , b$2). Consequently
with [x, w]=&[x] there corresponds the line X2&b$1 X1=X3&b$2X1=0
of PG(3, q). Each such line contains the point (1, 0, 0, 0) and is not con-
tained in the plane X1=0.
With each line of type (a) of AG(3, q) there corresponds in PG(3, q) the
intersection of two planes which correspond with two planes of type (a) of
AG(3, q). Hence with the lines of type (a) of AG(3, q) there correspond the
lines of PG(3, q) which are not contained in the plane X1=0 and do not
contain the point (1, 0, 0, 0).
From the foregoing it follows that the mapping
# : A(0)g [ (c, b1 , b2),
with g=(:, c, (b1 , b2)), defines an isomorphism from the affine space
AG(3, q) onto the affine space AG(3, q) and hence also defines an
isomorphism from the projective completion PG(3, q) of AG(3, q) onto
PG(3, q). With ? (the plane at infinity of AG(3, q)) there corresponds the
plane X1=0 of PG(3, q) and with the point  (the common point of all
ovoids Oz) there corresponds the point (1, 0, 0, 0).
Let R and R$ be two lines of S with Rt% xyt% R$. Then S admits an
automorphism % which fixes all points incident with the line xy and maps
R onto R$. Then % induces a collineation of the affine space AG(3, q), and
hence a collineation of the projective space PG(3, q) (which fixes the point
(1, 0, 0, 0)). Hence if all ovoids of PG(3, q), respectively PG(3, q), corres-
ponding to the points incident with R, but not collinear with either x or y,
are elliptic quadrics, then also all ovoids corresponding to the points inci-
dent with R$, but not collinear with either x or y, are elliptic quadrics.
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Let R be the line (0, 0, 0) of S ; then Rt% xy. The point u I R which is
collinear with y, is the point A()(0, 0, 0)=A(). With u corresponds the
plane X=0 of AG(3, q). The point r I R with rtx, is the point
A(0)(0, 0, 0)=A(0). With r corresponds the point (0, 0, 0) of AG(3, q).
Now let z I R, u{z{r. Then z=A(v)(0, 0, 0)=A(v) with 0{v{. With
z corresponds the ovoid Oz of PG(3, q). We will determine the ovoid O z of
PG(3, q) which corresponds with Oz .
The points of S collinear with x and z, but not with y, are of type
A(0)(:*, c*, ;*). We have
A(v)=[(:, :Av:T, :Kv) : : # F2]
={\(a1 , a2), (a1 a2) \xv0
yv
zv+




2zv++ : a1 , a2 # F=
and
A(0)(:*, c*, ;*)=A(0)(0, c*, ;*)=[(:$, c*, ;*) : :$ # F2]
=[((a$1 , a$2), c*, (b1* , b2*)) : a$1 , a$2 # F]
with ;*=(b1* , b2*). Now we express that A(0)(0, c*, ;*)tA(v), that is, we
express that














{y~ =2a1xv+a2 yv , (5)z~ =a1 yv+2a2 zv ,
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with a1 , a2 # F. Elimination of a1 , a2 from (5) gives the equation of O z in
AG(3, q):
(4xvzv& y2v) X+ yvYZ&zvY
2&xvZ 2=0. (6)
Hence in PG(3, q) the ovoid O z is represented by the equation





Consequently O z is a nonsingular elliptic quadric of PG(3, q) which is
tangent to X1=0 at (1, 0, 0, 0) and to X0=0 at (0, 1, 0, 0).
It follows that for each point w of S , with xt% wt% y, the corresponding
ovoid O w of PG(3, q) is a nonsingular elliptic quadric which is tangent to
X1=0 at (1, 0, 0, 0).
By Section 3 of Bader et al. [1], Section III.6 of Payne and Rogers [16],
and Section 1 of Payne [15], we have that S(G, C) is isomorphic to
S(G, C$) with C$=[A$w : w # F] a q-clan for which
A$v=\x$v0
y$v
z$v+ , v # F,
where x$0=y$0=z$0=0 and x$v=xv ( y2v&4xvzv), y$v=yv ( y
2
v&4xvzv),
z$v=zv( y2v&4xvzv) for v # F&[0]. The dual of the GQ S(G, C$) has order
(q, q2) and will be denoted by S $.
Let F be the flock of the quadratic cone K with equation X0X1=X 22
which corresponds with the q-clan C$. Then the respective planes ?v of the
elements of F have equation
x$v X0+z$vX1+ y$vX2+X3=0, with v # F.
The cone K has vertex h(0, 0, 0, 1). Let p be the point (0, 1, 0, 0) on K and
project K&[ p] from p onto the plane ’ with equation X1=0. The plane
?0 contains the point p. The projection from p onto ’ of the conic ?v & K,
with v{0, is the conic Cv with equations
X1=x$vX 20+z$vX
2
2+ y$vX2 X0+X3 X0=0. (8)
The tangent plane { of K at p contains the line
U : X0=X1=0
of the plane ’. This line U is tangent to Cv , v{0, at the point (0, 0, 0, 1).
Further, the intersection of the planes ?0 and ’ is the line
N : X3=X1=0.
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Now we intersect the elliptic quadrics O z with Eq. (7), with the plane
X1+X3=0, and we obtain the conics
X1+X3=x$v X 21+z$vX
2
2+ y$v X1 X2+X0X1=0. (9)
The planes X0=0 and X1+X3=0 have the line X0=X1+X3=0 in com-
mon. Comparing (8) and (9) we see that the flock F and the flock F defined
by (9) are equivalent under PGL(4, F).
Now let S=(P, B, I) be any GQ of order (q, q2), q>1, which satisfies
Property (G) at some flag (x, L). If q is even, then we also assume that all
ovoids Oz are elliptic quadrics. By Theorem 7.1.4 S defines a flock F of the
quadratic cone K (F is not necessarily unique), and by Theorem 7.2.1 S is
uniquely defined by F. Suppose that with F there corresponds the q-clan
C$=[A$v : v # F] with
A$v=\x$v0
y$v
z$v+ , v # F,
and A$0=0. Then the GQ S(G, C$) is isomorphic with the GQ S(G, C)
with C=[Av : v # F] and
Av=\xv0
yv
zv+ , v # F,
where x0=y0=z0=0 and, for v # F&[0], x$v=xv 2, y$v=yv 2, z$v=zv 2,
with 2=y2v&4xvzv , that is, xv=x$v2$, yv=y$v2$, zv=z$v 2$, with
2$=y$2v &4x$vz$v . By the foregoing the dual S of the GQ S(G, C) is
isomorphic to the GQ S. Hence the given GQ S is isomorphic to the dual
S of the flock GQ S(G, C).
Theorem 7.3.5. Let S be any GQ of order (q, q2), q>1, which satisfies
Property (G) at the flag (x, L). If q is even, then we also assume that all
ovoids Oz are elliptic quadrics. Let F be one of the flocks defined by S. Then
S is isomorphic to the dual of the flock GQ S(F ) arising from F.
Proof. This follows immediately from S(G, C)$=S(G, C$) in the last
part of the proof of Theorem 7.3.4. K
8. GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION OF FLOCK GENERALIZED
QUADRANGLES
Let F be a flock of the quadratic cone K with vertex h of PG(3, q), and
let S(F ) be the flock GQ of order (q2, q) arising from F. Now consider the
set F consisting of q&1 nonsingular conics and one line of the plane
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PG(2, q)/PG(3, q), with h  PG(2, q), which is obtained by projecting F
from a point of K&[h] onto PG(2, q); see Subsection 7.1. Then from
Subsection 7.3 it follows that the dual of S(F ) can be reconstructed from
F as explained in Subsection 7.2.
This is the first geometrical construction of a GQ arising from a flock
which works for all q; till now there was only the construction by Knarr
[7] which only worked in the odd case.
9. APPLICATIONS
By Theorem 7.3.4 the Main Theorem 6.9 in Thas [21] now reads as
follows.
Theorem 9.1. Consider a translation GQ T(n, 2n, q)=T(O), q odd, with
O=O(n, 2n, q)=[PG(n&1, q), PG(1)(n&1, q), ..., PG(q2n)(n&1, q)]. If O
is good at PG(n&1, q), then we have one of the following.
(a) There exists a PG(3, qn) in the extension PG(4n&1, qn) of the
space PG(4n&1, q) of O(n, 2n, q) which has exactly one point in common
with each of the spaces PG(n&1, qn), PG(1)(n&1, qn), ..., PG(q2n)(n&1, qn).
The set of these q2n+1 points is an elliptic quadric of PG(3, qn) and T(O)
is isomorphic to the classical GQ Q(5, qn).
(b) We are not in Case (a) and there exists a PG(4, qn) in
PG(4n&1, qn) which intersects PG(n&1, qn) in a line M and which has
exactly one point ri in common with any space PG(i)(n&1, qn), i=
1, 2, ..., q2n. Let W=[ri : i=1, 2, ..., q2n] and let M be the set of all common
points of M and the conics which contain exactly qn points of W. Then the
set W _ M is the projection of a quadric Veronesean V42 from a point p in
a conic plane of V42 onto a hyperplane PG(4, q
n); the point p is an exterior
point of the conic of V42 in the conic plane. Also, the point-line dual of T(O)
is isomorphic to the flock GQ S(F ) with F a Kantor flock.
(c) We are not in Cases (a) and (b) and there exists a PG(5, qn) in
PG(4n&1, qn) which intersects PG(n&1, qn) in a plane + and which has
exactly one point ri in common with any space PG(i)(n&1, qn), i=1, 2, ...,
q2n. Let W=[r i : i=1, 2, ..., q2n] and let P be the set of all common points
of + and the conics which contain exactly qn points of W. Then the set
W _ P is a quadric Veronesean in PG(5, qn).
Proof. We have just to consider Case (b). By Thas [20] the translation
dual of T(O) satisfies Property (G) at the flag ((), {), with { the tangent
space of O at PG(n&1, q). Hence, by Theorem 7.3.4, the translation dual
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of T(O) is the point-line dual of a flock GQ S(F ). So by Theorem 6.9 of
Thas [21] the flock F is a Kantor flock. As S(F ) is isomorphic to its
translation dual, see Payne [14], the result follows. K
Also Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 of Thas and Van Maldeghem [23] can be
adapted as follows.
Theorem 9.2. If the GQ S of order (q, q2), q{1, satisfies Property (G)
at the line L, then L is regular.
Proof. For q even, by Theorem 3.2.1 of Thas [20], the line L is regular.
For q odd, by Theorem 7.3.4, S is the dual of a flock GQ, and so by
Theorem 7.1 of Thas and Van Maldeghem [23] the line L is regular. K
Theorem 9.3. Assume that the GQ S of order (q, q2), q{1, satisfies
Property (G) at the line L. If q is even, then the dual net N*L always satisfies
the Axiom of Veblen and so N*L$H 3q . If q is odd, then the dual net N*L
satisfies the Axiom of Veblen if and only if S is the dual of a flock GQ
S(F ) with F a Kantor flock.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 6.1 and 7.2 of Thas
and Van Maldeghem [23] and Theorem 7.3.4. K
Remark. In the odd case it is sufficient in Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 to
assume that S satisfies Property (G) at a flag (x, L).
10. CONJECTURE FOR q EVEN
Each ovoid of PG(3, q), q # [2, 4, 16], is an elliptic quadric; for q=2, 4
this is easy to show, for q=16 see O’Keefe and Penttila [9, 10]. Hence if
S is a GQ of order (q, q2), q # [2, 4, 16], which satisfies Property (G) at
the flag (x, L), then, by Theorem 7.3.4, S is the dual of a flock GQ. In fact,
any GQ of order (q, q2), q=2, is isomorphic to the classical GQ Q(5, q);
see Payne and Thas [17].
Consider a GQ T3(O) of Tits with O a Tits ovoid; see Payne and Thas
[17]. Then T3(O) satisfies Property (G) at any flag (, L), with  the
unique 3-regular point of T3(O). As T3(O) is a translation GQ, it is not the
dual of a flock GQ; see Johnson [4].
Conjecture. Let S=(P, B, I) be a GQ of order (q, q2), q even, and
assume that S satisfies Property (G) at some line L. Then S is the dual
of a flock GQ.
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